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Company Focus

by Nai-Wen Chang, Fastener World

All-inclusive Factory Offering the Most Types of Copper-basealloy Fasteners and a Full Range of Specifications

Yushung Metal Products Co., Ltd.
Unlike average fastener companies with a focus on iron fasteners, Yushung Metal produces bronze fasteners which are
corrosion- and heat-resistant, and some of which with an anti-spark capability. This has drawn a line that iron fasteners
can’t get across. Yushung Metal’s main products also include other special fasteners such as screws, bolts and nuts made of
bronze (Cu5 included), phosphor bronze or aluminum bronze.

One-stop Shopping for the Convenience of Clients
Yushung Metal does not limit its manufacturing capability by only
featuring bronze and brass fasteners. It also develops and manufactures
copper-nickel-alloy and nickel-base-alloy fasteners, and would try anything
to satisfy clients with any demands. To cut the red tapes of purchase for
clients and make purchase more convenient, faster and secure, Yushung
Metal established one-stop shopping of copper-base- and nickel-base-alloy
fasteners where clients can rest assured while they shop.

Featuring High-end Copper-base-alloy
Fasteners, a Full Product Range and Largescale Production
Since the inception, Yushung Metal set out for the production of highend copper-base-alloy fasteners and satisfying related demands from
clients. Its current plant spans
a rou nd 3,0 0 0 squa re meters,
offering the most types of copperba se -a lloy fa st eners a nd t he
fullest range of specifications
you could ever find in China and
even the world. It has an average
monthly capacity of 50 tons and
about 20 0 sets of equipment
including screw and bolt heading
machines, slotting machines,
threading machines, thread
cutting machines for wood
screws, nut cold forming
machines, thread tapping
m a c h i n e s , l a t h e s , C NC
lathes, stamping machines
and inspection equipment.

Yushung Metal's contact: Mr. David Sun E-mail: info@yushung.com

Internationally-recognized Quality &
Multiple Layers of Quality Check
Yushung Metal was certified to ISO 9001-2015 for its
quality control. Mr. David Sun, owner of Yushung Metal,
said, “Our belief is to use the best materials to make the best
products.” Targeting master importers and users at the front
line, Yushung Metal provides best-in-class quality fasteners.
It is meticulous about choosing the perfect materials in the
beginning of manufacture, and performs batch inspection
on incoming materials to ensure the material quality meets
its criteria. To ensure quality before mass production, trial
production is inspected as well to improve product yield.
The post-production process is also under inspection to
make sure multiple layers of check produces each batch of
outgoing merchandise of the highest quality standard.

Mature Market Development in the
U.S./Europe & Active Expansion into
the Middle East/Southeast Asia
The current primary target markets for Yushung Metal are
North America and Europe, sharing around 50%. The owner
thinks the American and European markets are the primary
targets because they have very professional purchasers, are
highly mature, and have a larger demand for copper-basealloy fasteners. Yushung Metal is also actively developing
new markets. Among many different markets, the owner is
eyeing the Middle East and Southeast Asia which he thinks
are the most worthwhile markets for development.
Doing business in a competitive international fastener
market, the owner said, “We are an all-inclusive copperbase-alloy fastener factory. With products of unique selling
points, we have the opportunity to seize markets. We are
dedicated to making the purchase reassuring to our clients,
users and distributors.” It is the continuous self-improvement
for the sake of clients that brings about the good reputation
of Yushung Metal.

